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Abstract

Russia has a long-lasting experience in successful utilization of the reprocessed
uranium fuel with different types of reactors.

Stages of implementing the RepU fuel for VVER reactors are presented.

The nuclear design assays, radiation and nuclear safety analysis during fabrication
and handling of the fuel are made. The operational experience of commercial
batches is summarized. It is shown, that the RepU fuel characteristics meet the
design limitations, approved for VVER reactors.
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Introduction

The continuous evolution and operation of power reactors assumes re-cycling or,

in other words, return of plutonium and reprocessed uranium (RepU) to the front-

end of the cycle. At present, Russia is among the countries that have industrial

experience in utilization of the RepU fuel. Many years, uranium, recovered in

reprocessing of VVER-440, BN-600, as well as research and transport reactors

fuel, has been utilized for RBMK reactors [1].

The necessity of reprocessing is urged by economic reasons, related to availability

of natural uranium and the content of residualU-235 in spent fuel. For instance, in

the spent VVER-1000 fuel (up to 60 MW*d/kgU) the residual content of U-235 is

higher than in natural uranium [2].

 .

Apart from the U-235 and U-238 isotopes, the “fresh” RepU, also, features U-234,

U-236, U-232 and higher content of transuranic impurities and fission products.

The U-234 and U-236 isotopes increase neutron absorption, whereas the presence

of U-232 determines the radiation situation through all the stages of the fuel cycle.

Thus, it is necessary to limit the content of the even isotopes in the RepU fuel and

study the RepU effect on the fuel cycle.

The RepU fuel tests in VVER reactors have been under way in Russia since mid-

nineties of the past century. In the beginning of this century, a development

program for RepU designing and licensing in VVER-440 and VVER-1000 has

been launched.

The program has resolved quite a number of issues, including RepU characteristics

analysis, production development, RepU licensing for VVER-440, VVER-1000

and operation of the pilot batches.
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The present report covers general stages and basic achievements of the program.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The program was designed to test and justify the RepU FAs/reactor fuel cycles

characteristics.

The program comprised:

- compensation factor calculation and recommendations

- nuclear design analysis of the fuel loads

- nuclear safety analysis

- the lead FAs operation licensing

- the lead FAs fabrication

- the lead FAs operation

Compensation factor calculation and recommendations

Implementation of the RepU requires maintaining of the fuel cycle time and

loading patterns at NPPs. That is why the nuclear design characteristics of the

RepU FAs should have little difference comparing to similar fuel assemblies with

standard fuel. But the RepU fuel, as stated above, having the same enrichment

value as the standard natural uranium fuel, contains U-236 and U-234 that absorb

more neutrons, reduce multiplying qualities of the fuel, and, thus, shorten the fuel

cycle duration. To maintain the multiplying qualities of the fuel, it is necessary to

compensate for the lost qualities by adding U-235 .

For determining the best compensation amount, a calculation procedure has been

worked out. The procedure ensures the least difference between the multiplying

qualities of RepU fuel and standard fuel in the course of the entire campaign.

Besides, the fuel cycle time is kept accurately.
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The U-234 and U-236 content in RepU fuel was compensated up to the effective

enrichment of 3.3 – 4.6%. The U-236 relative content ranged from 0.1 to 1.0%. For

the U-234 relative content the range of 0.025…0.065% applied.

The variation in nominal U-235 enrichment is allowed by technical requirements

for nuclear fuel. The variable nature of the enrichment value relates to fuel

fabrication techniques and is taken into consideration when calculating the

mechanical aspect of the margin factor, used for design calculation of the VVER

fuel safety operation. The now adopted absolute accuracy of the U-236

compensation technique can be compared to the maximum value of the permissible

enrichment deviation, and must be allowed for at calculating the mechanical aspect

of margin factor, thus, increasing it.

With the new method of compensation it is possible to use the same margin factor

as the one used for the standard fuel when justifying the RepU fuel operational

safety.

Presently, when compensating U-236 with initial RepU enrichment of 4%, the

factor of 0.3 is used.

The U-234 compensation makes about 10% of the re-enrichment value

compensating the U-236 content which is appropriate in cases when the entire core

is loaded with high content of U-234 RepU fuel – this, however, has no application

in practice.

The calculations prove that the U-236 content compensation accuracy does not

really affect nuclear design characteristics of the core.
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Nuclear design analysis of the fuel reloads

VVER-440

Kola-2 was selected to demonstrate the use of the RepU fuel for VVER-440

reactors.

The nuclear design of the core was analyzed using a slightly modified steady-state

mode of reloads for a 4-year fuel cycle that was developed earlier for the standard

assemblies of 3.82% enrichment.

As a result, a 5-year fuel cycle design for the 2-nd generation fuel assemblies of

Kola-2 was developed. Allowing for possible errors in calculations, all the

designed in-between reloads meet the NPP requirements as well as the adopted

design limitations. Particularly, power density non-uniform distribution factor for

standard and RepU fuel with compensated U-236 content have no real difference

in the course of the entire campaign.

The fuel cycle parameters for Kola-2 reactor are given in Table 1.

All the design calculations were made using Russian-licensed BIPR-7A,

PERMAK-A and TVS-M computer codes created by RRC Kurchatovsky Institute

and the KASKAD library of constants for nuclear design computations.

Table 1. RepU VVER-440 steady-state fuel cycle parameters

Next fuel reloadParameter even odd
Reactor thermal power, MW 1375
Number of FAs in the core 313
Number of RCCA elements 37
Enrichment profiling in FA cross-section Applicable
Type of burnable absorber Not applicable
Time between reloads, mths 12
Loading pattern Low Leakage Loading Pattern

Number of fresh FAs loaded at reload, incl. 66
54 (working

66
60 (working
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Next fuel reloadParameter even odd
assemblies)

12 (control fuel
assemblies)

assemblies)
6 (control

fuel
assemblies

Years of operation of discharged FAs
- average
- maximum

4.74
5.00

4.74
5.00

Average enrichment of fuel reloaded, % 3.91 3.92
Average burn-up of discharged fuel,
MW*d/kgU 43.9 42.8

Maximum fuel burn-up, MW*d/kgU
- fuel assembly
- fuel rod
- fuel pellet

47.2
50.7
56.9

46.9
50.4
56.9

Operational time, FPD
- at nominal parameters
- at prolonged campaign with increased

power

      217.8
247.8

224.5
254.5

VVER-1000

Kola-2 was selected to demonstrate the use of the RepU fuel for VVER-1000

reactors. As the optimal operational time of the standard reloads at nominal

parameters makes 310-320 FPD, it was proposed to use an improved fuel cycle as

an intermediate stage in relation to formation of Low Leakage Loading Pattern.

The improved fuel cycle with profiled TVSAs increases the capacity factor by

1,5% in comparison with the reference fuel cycle.

The parameters of the steady-state fuel cycle are given in Table 2.

Allowing for possible accuracies in calculations, all the designed in-between

reloads meet the NPP requirements as well as the adopted design limitations.

The calculations were made using Russian-licensed BIPR-7A, PERMAK-A

computer codes integrated into “KASKAD” software package. The librarys of the

constants was obtained through calculation using the TVS-M computer code.
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Table 2. The RepU VVER-1000 steady-state fuel cycle parameters

Operational modeParameter Standard Advanced
Reactor thermal power, MW 3000
Number of FAs in the core 163
Number of RCCA elements 61
Enrichment profiling in FA cross-section Applicable
Type of burnable absorber Integrated Gd2O3
Time between reloads, months 12
Loading pattern Decreased Leakage
Number of loaded TVSAs, pieces 48
Average enrichment of fuel reloaded, % 4.38
Average burn-up of discharged fuel,
MW*d/kgU 46.4 48.5

Maximum fuel burn-up, MW*d/kgU
- fuel assembly
- fuel rod
- fuel pellet

50.6
55.9
61.7

53.0
58.5
64.3

Operational time, FPD
- at nominal parameters
- at prolonged campaign with increased

power

319.1
-

300.7
333.7

Safety analysis

The justification of the RepU fuel safety was done according to the results of

nuclear design calculations, applying to standard operation mode and accident

mode as well as to the advanced FAs through the entire chain of fuel transport and

storage (before and after reactor).

To ensure the required nuclear safety during the fuel storage and transport, it is

necessary to provide the subcriticality of not less than 0.05 (Keff < 0.95) for the

standard operation and accident situations while using the maximum enriched fuel

for the given type of reactor.
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The calculations of criticality in handling the RepU fuel were done with the MCU-

RFFI/A computer code, based on Monte-Carlo method (a Russia certified

software).

Cases for justification of the RepU fuel nuclear safety:

- FA criticality in water
- Transport package
- Fresh fuel racks
- Container for fresh FAs
- Racks for fuel storage in spent fuel ponds
- Canister
- Cask for spent fuel transport

The presence of U-236 reduces multiplicity factor in all the above cases. In the

standard operation mode, allowing for possible technical elements deviations, the

required subcriticality is still ensured.

The lead FAs operation licensing

Upon completion of the calculations, the NPP operator accepted and approved the

decision to load the lead RepU FAs for the lead operation of Kola-2 (VVER-440)

and Kalinin-2 (VVER-1000). The licensing of the lead operation required

implementation of the following:

- The TOB RU (Safety Analysis Report) Supplement on FAs operation

justification;

- Program and procedures for in-pile testing of the lead RepU FAs;

- Acceptance tests of the lead FAs;

- Revision of operating documents for the fuel loads of respective units.

After all the required work being executed, the Russian competent authorities

granted the release for changing the license terms and conditions for Kola NPP and

Kalinin NPP.
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Lead FAs fabrication

Notwithstanding the fact that the RepU fuel and natural uranium fuel fabrication

technologies are similar, the presence of even isotopes and fission products in

RepU fuel makes its handling rather special in terms of on-site radiation situation.

Presently, OAO Mashinostroitelny Zavod is authorized to handle the RepU

material in accordance with the following limitations set by competent authorities:

the U-232 content of less than 1.9*10-7% with transuranic elements activity of less

than 10 Bq/gU.

However, during the first pilot batches fabrication, it became clear that the possible

worsening of the radiation situation (higher workplace aerosols and dose rates) was

not for the U-232 content but for the levels of U-234 and Th228 specific activities,

balanced with fission products.

To ensure the dose limit of 20mSv/y, instructed by Russian norms, quite a number

of measures to reduce personnel exposure were taken; particularly, there were

introduced time limits for processing RepU into fuel assemblies, thus, considerably

reducing possible overexposure.

All the normative requirements related to radiation safety were kept during the FAs

fabrication.

Table 3 contains an example of isotopic composition of the RepU fuel pellets for

VVER reactors.

Table 3. Isotopic composition of the RepU fuel pellets for VVER reactors.

Isotope Content, %
U-235 4,098 – 4,176
U-236 0, 3441 – 0,5407
U-234 0,0448 – 0,0490
U-232 0,77*10-7 – 1,35*10-7
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Trial FAs operation

VVER-440

The first 6 lead assemblies with RepU fuel were delivered for the 21 reload of

Kola-1 and ran successfully from 1996 to 1999. The RepU fuel enrichment of

2.4% by U-235  was used. The U-236 content was not compensated.

The experiment demonstrated the fact that the RepU fuel can operate with VVER

reactors, and, besides, that the nuclear and thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the

standard and RepU FAs are practically identical.

In 2002, according to the development program, the first batch of the fuel (12 FAs

with RepU fuel of equivalent enrichment of 3.82%) was loaded for the 25 reload of

Kola-2 (the first in-between reload of a 4-year fuel cycle).

Table 4 gives the RepU loading description for Kola-2

Operational data analysis of the RepU fuel loads revealed no violations of the

limits and operational safety for Kola-2. The leakage tests rejected a single FA due

to non-RepU reasons.

The analysis show that the data, accumulated during successful operation of the

RepU FAs, can be viewed upon as being representative and sufficient for

transferring the VVER-440-based facilities to commercial production using the

RepU fuel.

Table 4. RepU fuel operational experience in Kola-2 VVER-440.

Fuel campaignDescription 25 26 27 28 29
Quantity of FAs operated for 1 year, pcs 12 - 62 48 66
Quantity of FAs operated for 2 years, pcs - 12 - 62 48
Quantity of FAs operated for 3 years, pcs - - 10 - 62
Quantity of FAs operated for 4 years, pcs - - - 10 -
Quantity of FAs operated for 5 years, pcs - - - - 3
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Fuel campaignDescription 25 26 27 28 29
Total, pcs 12 12 72 120 179
Maximum burn-up of discharged FAs MW*d/kgU 22,0 42,4

VVER-1000

In 2002, 12 TVSAs manufactured of RepU fuel entered the 15 reload of Kalinin-2.

Table 5 gives the RepU loading description for Kalinin-2.

The lead loads are still being operated. The leakage tests rejected a single TVSA

due to non-RepU reasons.

Table 5. RepU fuel operational experience in Kalinin-2 VVER-1000.

Fuel campaignDescription 15 16 17 18 19
Quantity of FAs operated for 1 year, pcs 12 - 18 48 48
Quantity of FAs operated for 2 years, pcs - 12 - 18 48
Quantity of FAs operated for 3 years, pcs - - 12 - 18
Quantity of FAs operated for 4 years, pcs - - - 3 -
Quantity of FAs operated for 5 years, pcs - - - - -
Total, pcs 12 12 30 69 114
Maximum burn-up of discharged FAs MW*d/kgU 45,3 48,2

Conclusion

The work that has been accomplished by Russian institutions, made it possible to

develop and introduce trial operation of the RepU fuel assemblies for both VVER-

440 and VVER-1000 reactors.

Kola-2 was transferred into commercial operation with the RepU fuel.

The trial operation of the RepU TVSAs is continuing for Kalinin-2.
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According to the safety analysis results, environmental and human radiation

impact as well as radiation consequences of the design basis and beyond-the-

design basis accidents, while shifting to RepU fuel, do not exceed the values for

the standard fuel.
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